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Lesson Plan 

Lesson : Rooms in my House 

General : 

Time  2 X 45 minutes 

Level 1st Grade of Elementary School 

Learning 
Objectives 

In this lesson, students will discuss the names of the rooms in the 
house.  Students will sing and play games together regarding the 
rooms in the house 

Target Vocab Living room, Bed room, Bath room, Garage, Garden, Kitchen, Dining 
room, Laundry room, Kidas room 

 

Media : 

Songs 1. Spread little sunshine, Jack Hartmann 
2. Good bye to you 

Video         Learn Rooms of the House I Talking Flashcard 

Printable 
materials 

1. Unrevealed Picture of rooms 
2. Picture of rooms 
3. Worksheet 

 

Notes : 

The activities presented are in the form of high-energy lessons where students will sing and 

play games during lesson time.  Students will learn new vocabulary and get fun activities. 

Overview : 

No                                                             Warm Up  

 Activities Time allocation 

1 Greeting and Welcoming 4 Minutes 

2 Introducing my name (Teacher’s name) with song 4 Minutes 

3 Singing “Spread little sunshine, Jack Hartmann” 4 Minutes 

No                                                        Main Activities  

 Activities Time allocation 

1 Introducing the material about “Rooms in my 
House” and chit chat 

4 Minutes 

2 Watching video about “Learn Rooms of the house I 
talking Flashcard” 

5 Minutes 



3 Doing “Yes No” game  25 Minutes 

4 Doing unrevealed guessing game 25 Minutes 

No                                                                 Wrap Up  

 Activities Time allocation 

1 Playing “find out the object” 10 Minutes 

2 Assign Homework : Worksheet 5 Minutes 

3 Sing the good bye song 4 Minutes 

Total : 90 Minutes 

 

Lesson Procedure  

Warm Up : 

1. Greeting and Welcoming 

With a cheerful tone and full of enthusiasm greeted the students.  "Hello everyone!  

Great to see you again!  Are you happy today?”  then ask students readiness such as 

"Are you ready?"  with enthusiasm and excitement. 

 

2. Introducing my name (Teacher’s name) with song 

After Greeting and welcoming, I or the teacher introduce myself by singing 

“ Hello Hello Everyone, let me introduce myself, My Name is Maria!  say it together 

Maria!  you can call me Miss Maria!” 

 

3. Singing “Spread little sunshine, Jack Hartmann” 

Lyrics Gesture 
Lyrics for Spread little Sunshine  

By Jack Hartmann 
 
Spread a little sunshine 
to start this day off right 
I’m gonna spread a little sunshine with 
my own special light  
Shine my light  
with my Hands I can clap - Hands I can 
clap Toes I can tap - Toes I can tap  
Eyes I can wink - Eyes I can wink  
Brain I can think - Brain I can think  
Hand I can shake - Hand I can shake  
Friend I can make - Friend I can make 
 I’m gonna let my light shine all around, 
all around 

 

Follow the movement according to the verb 
in the ssong lyrics such as clap, wink, think, 

shake, make. 
 

 

 

 

Main Activities : 



1. Introducing the material about “Rooms in my House” and chit chat 

Introduce the topic or material they will learn to students.  "Do you know what the 

names of the rooms in your house are?  today we will learn about the names of 

every room in our house” having a little chit-chat, like asking “do you know the name 

of the room for cooking?”  etc. 

 

2. Watching video about “Learn Rooms of the house I talking Flashcard” 

As an introduction to vocabulary about Rooms in my House, the teacher gave a video 

from YouTube in the form of talking flashcard. 

 

Source : https://youtu.be/1lqZmMu5wkk  

 
 

3. Doing “Yes No” game 

After giving an introduction to the new vocabulary, the students and the teacher 

played a game in the form of a “YES NO” game.  The teacher will provide some 

photos of the rooms in the house.  Because this lesson is in the form of a video, the 

teacher will take the picture randomly and lift it above her head then the teacher 

will ask "does this room have a tv?  Is there a bed in this room?” Then students who 

watch the video from home can say YES/NO (the teacher knows the picture, so the 

teacher pretends to guess).  for a brief overview, this game is like Dora who asks 

where is the big tree or where is grandma's house. 

 

4. Doing unrevealed guessing game 

In this section, the teacher will show a photo that only shows part of the image that 

is clearly visible.  For example, the picture of the kitchen, the picture shown by the 

teacher is a picture of the kitchen but only the refrigerator is visible and the others 

are blurry.  Students are asked to guess what room they see based on the unreveal 

of the picture. 

 

WRAP UP 

https://youtu.be/1lqZmMu5wkk


1. Playing “find out the object” 

for wrap up activities, teachers and students will play a game in the form of "find out 

the object".  The teacher will mention one color and then the students are asked to 

pick up objects according to the color that has been mentioned by the teacher.  The 

teacher will count 1-5 as the time limit for students to look for objects with the color 

as mentioned. 

 

2. Assign Homework : Worksheet 

The teacher will give a worksheet that contains pictures of the room that have not 

been colored.  Students are asked to color the room in their house.  Students can not 

color the picture of the room if their house does not have the room. 

 

3. Sing the good bye song 

 
 


